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THE GAUNTLET SERIES

To learn about all of our 
products visit surestep.net 

or call 877.462.0711 

The Surestep Gauntlet offers a superior 
approach to traditional custom leather ankle support 

systems. Our orthosis is fabricated to deliver 
flexible comfort coupled with control.

When compared to the traditional custom leather 
ankle gauntlet, patients and care providers 

appreciate that the Surestep Gauntlets are:

»  Easy to fit
»  Low profile
»  Hygienic
»  Waterproof

PDAC-verified L-codes: L1940, L2330, L2820

mild moderate severe
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efficiency and productivity. Offering 
remote work options may also allow 
companies to retain valuable and 
trusted employees who may need to 
physically relocate due to personal and 
family reasons.

Improving Written Communication
According to Mullenweg, a distributed 
work arrangement requires improved 
writing quality, clarity, and skill. 
Particularly in a cultural environment 
of heightened sensitivity, we should 
be mindful that people may interpret 
what we write less positively than it was 
intended. Mullenweg uses the acronym 
API, which stands for “assume positive 
intent,” to describe the proper attitude 
when reading messages from cowork-
ers. He compares this to Postel’s Law, 
a programming concept that serves as 
a metaphor for being conservative in 
what is communicated and liberal in 
what is accepted.9 He advises giving 

added attention to how we commu-
nicate with coworkers using digital 
platforms (e.g., email, text, and Slack) 
and including extra “fluffy language” 
and even emojis. He also recommends 
including more clarifying language in 
some forms of communication. Instead 
of simply responding “yes” to a ques-
tion that is texted, repeating back the 
specifics of what is being agreed to or 
approved can ensure that the proper 
message is communicated. Switching 
mediums by placing a phone call when 
written communication gets tense can 
defuse difficult interpersonal situations.

Conclusion
The biggest challenges facing our 
profession are not clinical or technical. 
Advancements in device design and 
control strategies have dramatically 
expanded the options we can provide 
patients, and most employers and 
clinicians are committed to constantly 

improving those clinical skills to 
improve our patients’ lives. The big-
gest barriers we have to surmount are 
related to the knowledge side of our 
profession. Making changes to our 
work arrangements to allow knowl-
edge workers greater flexibility and 
autonomy may be one way to sup-
port them in completing their work 
at the highest level. O&P will remain 
a person-focused, hands-on profes-
sion, highly dependent on face-to-face 
encounters with patients. Implement-
ing some of Mullenweg’s Level 3 
strategies may improve our business 
and clinical operations and give practi-
tioners the autonomy to perform at 
their highest level. O&P EDGE
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